Fall 2017

Change=growth
This fall, SCC’s Continuing Education Department will offer more noncredit community classes at the Nursing and Allied Health Sciences
Campus, located at One Academy Place in Dardenne Prairie (just off
I-64 and State Hwy. K).
Classes for Business & Professional Development, Personal
Enrichment and Health and Well-Being, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuing Education
See our complete schedule of classes
at stchas.edu/learnforlife, or call
636-922-8233 for more information.

Microsoft Word and Excel
Agile Essentials
Real Estate Licensing
Photography classes
Hobby Electronics
Chess
Dance Therapy
Senior Game Days
Understanding Medicare Options
Cooking for Cancer Care Series
Cake Decorating and other 		
cooking classes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wealth Strategy courses
Pilates
Art of Mindfulness
Probiotics series
Zen of Weight Loss
Yoga

NEW classes,
NEW location.

Culinary
NEW! Cooking for Cancer Care
Explore new recipes and tips each week for improving nutrition and coping with the aftermath
of cancer treatment. Enroll in all three classes and
save!
Individual dates and times below

$162

Good nutrition is critical to cancer care and recovery and yet it can be difficult to enjoy food. Come
and discover tips to improve your nutrition, while
exploring new, delicious recipes at each class.
9/12
10/10
11/14

T
T
T

6-9p
6-9P
6-9P

$59
$59
$59

NEW! Stocking Your Kitchen for Cancer Care
Explore new recipes and tips each week for improving nutrition and coping with the aftermath
of cancer treatment. Enroll in all three classes and
save!
Individual dates and times below

$162

Good nutrition is critical to cancer care and recovery. Come and discover what foods and ingredients
you should stock your kitchen with to aid in good
nutrition. Each week we will use these ingredients
to prepare delicious new recipes.
9/26
10/24
11/28

T
T
T

6-9p
6-9p
6-9p

$59
$59
$59

Join Sam Humes to learn the art of cake decorating. A hands-on class will show how to create a level
cake, frost the cake and finish with smooth icing.
Using a pastry bag and a variety of tips, learn to
design borders, polka dots, dot flowers and simple
writing techniques. $20 supply fee payable with tuition.
W
W

6-9p
6-9p

$39
$39*

NEW! Cajun Cooking Made Simple
Discover the fun of Cajun cooking! Learn the basics
of cooking gumbo, jambalaya and other Cajun and
Creole dishes. Students will observe a demonstration of cooking a roux, which is the basis for many
Cajun dishes, as well as the demonstration for cooking gumbo and jambalaya. Taste samples of dishes
to make your taste buds sing, y’all!
10/12-10/19 Th

Probiotics Series

Get ready for delicious, fresh apple butter and applesauce with a two-day workshop in preserving
and canning. Learn all about prepping and canning
methods and how healthy and easy preserving and
canning food can be! Take home recipes and a
sample jar of apple butter and applesauce.

In this series, learn the ancient art of making
cultured foods. Participants will get hands-on experience with different types of fermented foods
– kombucha, sauerkraut and water kefir. Grab
a friend and discover how fast and easy it is to
completely change your health from the inside
out. Enroll in all four classes and save!

11/2-11/9

Th

6:30-8:30p

$55

Fitness
Beginning Yoga
Reduce that stress and become energized! Did you
know that yoga was an excellent emotional health
booster? Or that it helps with memory? Learn the
basics and understand how breathing and postures
are linked together when used in action. Be prepared to see increased flexibility, increased muscle
strength and all around improvement in your body
and mind.
8/24-10/12 TH
10/19-12/14 TH

12:30-1:20p
12:30-1:20p

$75
$75

Pilates
Condition your entire body. Develop a strong core,
strengthen and improve muscle elasticity, and gain
joint mobility.
8/23-10/11 W
10/18-12/13 W

9-10a
9-10a

$75
$75

6:30-8:30p

$55

NEW! Dance Therapy – Dancing Beyond the
Diagnosis
Course is designed to help individuals with a variety of disabilities regain range of motion, increase
flexibility, improve balance, help reduce swelling
from lymph-edema, improve emotional well-being,
promote positive self-image and stabilize weight.
Groove to your favorite songs, party with props,
and laugh with new friends all while performing
therapeutic exercises turned into dance moves. All
movements can be done seated or standing without
being aerobic.
9/28-11/16

TH

Individual dates and times below

$125

Probiotics Series: Fun With Sauerkraut

Health and Wellness

Cake Decorating

9/13
10/4

NEW! Making Applesauce and Apple Butter

10:45-11:45a $98

Did you know that sauerkraut has large amounts
of vitamin C, has cancer fighting properties and
is loaded with probiotics? This hands-on class will
show you step-by-step how to create fresh delicious
sauerkraut in your home. Participate in creating
living foods that are lacto-fermented. Everyone will
take home one quart of raw lacto-fermented sauerkraut made in class along with numerous kraut
recipes.
9/26

T

6-8:30p

$35

Probiotics Series: Kombucha Brewing
Kombucha is a living health drink created by Symbiotic Culture of Yeast and Bacteria (SCOBY) tea
and sugar. This class will give you all the basic supplies (culture and starter) and knowledge needed to
create your own probiotic drink at home with items
you already have in your kitchen.
11/14

T

6-8:30p

$35

Probiotics Series: Water Kefir
Water kefir is an effervescent probiotic that is similar to Kombucha but with a sweeter taste and slightly different fermenting and flavoring process. This
class will give you all the basic necessary supplies
to get you started in creating your own water kefir.
11/28

T

6-8p

$35

Probiotics Series: Kombucha Advanced Brewing
Extend your knowledge of home brewing Kombucha. Topics include secondary fermenting, vessels,
continuous brew vs. batch methods and more. Bring
your questions and your experience! Samples of Katie’s kombucha creations will be served. Prior class
or kombucha brewing experience is preferred. Prerequisite: Prior class or kombucha brewing experience is preferred.
12/5

T

6-8p

$35

Fall 2017 classes at One Academy Place

Dardenne Prairie, MO

Zen of Weight Loss
In three weeks you can be headed toward a healthy,
fit body. It’s time to get off the weight-loss roller
coaster and learn to develop keen motivation, tools
for mindful eating and how to successfully design
your food plan. Sustainable fitness and health is
possible. Complimentary copy of The Zen of Weight
Loss is included.
10/5-10/19

TH

6-8p

$75

Art of Mindfulness
Learn to enhance your ability to focus, be a better
listener, and become a happier, calmer person. Explore the scientific benefits of practicing this meditative technique to achieve mindful living. Home
meditation will be assigned, and each class builds
upon the previous class. The orientation of the
class is practical, not religious.
9/6-9/27

W

7-9p

$75

NEW! Healing Nutrition
Let your food be your medicine and medicine be
your food. Did you know you can often heal your
body by the food you eat? Learn what healthy foods
to incorporate in your diet, including herbs, spices,
and oils. Discover the best food preparation and
cooking techniques including storing and preserving leftovers. Find out what products should be
avoided, how to substitute them and understanding those complicated food labels and misconceptions. Hands-on food demonstrations and samples
including simple recipes.
9/27-11/1

W

6-8p

$125

NEW! Dance Therapy – 				
Dancing Through the Ages
Designed with seniors in mind, this course is focused
on inspiring strength, balance, and mobility. The
Lebed Method is a therapeutic exercise and movement program that’s sure to get you groovin’! As we
boogie to your favorite oldies you’ll see progressive
improvement in overall wellness, endurance, range
of motion, as well as emotional well-being and self
image. Anyone can participate regardless of age,
health, or ability level as all moves can be done
seated or standing without being aerobic.
9/28-11/16

TH

NEW! Chess I (Ages 11-14)
An introduction to the game of chess which includes the rules of play, basic tactics, basic strategy and phases of the game. Chess has been and
will continue to be used as a tool to improve focus,
patience, pattern recognition, concentration and
complex problem solving. It has provided many
with confidence and analytical skills that were the
springboard to successful careers.
5-6:30p

$98

Come and enjoy great company and great fun.
Some tasty treats will be served along with a new
variety of (surprise) games at each session.
9/13
10/18
11/15

W
W
W

12:30-2:30p
12:30-2:30p
12:30-2:30p

$10
$10
$10

$195

Discover a new world with close-up photography.
Learn how to produce amazing art images using
everyday materials. Everyone will be guessing how
you did it! There is no special equipment needed.
This is a hands-on workshop, so bring your camera
and creativity. Students will produce an art portfolio during class sessions. Prerequisite: Must know
camera functions. Class held at One Academy Place
in Dardenne Prairie.
10/25-12/6

Creativity
Looking for a new hobby or have you always had a
passion for designing your own circuit? Learn how
to build circuits by soldering. Calculate components of circuits using simple math. Choose interesting kits to work on in class, and learn to design
your own circuit. All supplies included.
$95

Get comfortable with how your camera works, and
get the best photographs possible. This is a comprehensive course for the beginning photographer.
Learn camera functions, good composition and
how to show your work in the most flattering way.
You will be introduced to the concepts of photographing people along with objects. Classroom instruction and hands-on practice through exciting
homework challenges followed by class discussions
will help you learn to get the most from your photographs. Get that sparkle in the eyes of your subjects
and achieve the images you have always wanted to
take!
9/13-10/4

W

6:30-8:30p

6:30-8:30p

$99

NEW! Myths & Misconceptions – Wealth Strategy
Based on Facts & Logic
Financial planning decisions are often based on
emotion or sales pressure; who do you trust? Are
they working for you or a company first? We will
remove the wizard’s veil and free Dorothy to understand how to make decisions based upon fact and
logic.
W

9:30-11a

$59

Understanding Medicare Options

NEW! Hobby Electronics

6:30-8p

W

Money

9/20-11/8

Beginning Photography

Youth

T

9:30-10:30a

NEW! Senior Game Day

10/17-11/21 T

9/12-12/5

Art of Close-Up Photography

Boomers

$79

A fun and easy way to understand Medicare. The
course will explain Part A, B, C and D. It will break
down what choices you have in simple-to-understand terms and give you the education necessary
to plan ahead for yourself, a parent or anyone who
is eligible for Medicare.
9/8
10/6
11/3

F
F
F

10a-noon
10a-noon
10a-noon

$10
$10
$10
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Computers/Technology
Microsoft Word Series
Microsoft Word is the most widely used word
processing application on the market. Develop
simple documents by changing fonts, underlining, centering, indenting, cutting and pasting and
using more advanced features: headers, footers,
tables, templates, mail merge, macros, table of
contents, footnotes and much more. Enroll in a
class from each module and save! NOTE: The last 30
minutes of each module will be devoted to questions and open lab time.
Individual dates and times below

$195

MS Word Series – Module I
For the very beginner. Learn the fundamentals, understand commands, create and save documents,
navigate through the document and view multiple
windows.
9/12
T
6:30-9:30p $39*
MS Word Series – Module II
Conquer working with and editing text, formatting
characters, paragraphs and pages including headers
and footers.
9/19
T
6:30-9:30p $39*
MS Word Series – Module III
Learn to apply themes and styles for that professional look. Add a creative piece to flyers with shapes and
pictures, WordArt, SmartArt and charts.
9/26
T
6:30-9:30p $39*
MS Word Series – Module IV
Discover how easy it is to work with tables. Learn how
to set up your document for mail merges from other
data sources and for creating labels and envelopes.
10/3
T
6:30-9:30p $39*
MS Word Series – Module V
Create and rearrange documents in outline view.
Learn to work with long documents, creating a table
of contents and using footnotes and endnotes. Explore uses of a document template.
10/10
T
6:30-9:30p $39*
MS Word Series – Module VI
Polish off your knowledge by working with forms,
customizing Word to make use of the features you
use most and using hyperlinks and macros.
10/17
T
6:30-9:30p $39*

Microsoft Excel Series
Microsoft Excel is the most widely used spreadsheet application used by employers today. Confidently navigate the program’s environment,
and discover how to use this powerful tool. From
designing your spreadsheet to advanced formulas, we have a hands-on module for you! Enroll
in a class from each module and save. NOTE: The
last 30 minutes of each module will be devoted to
questions and open lab time.
Individual dates and times below

$195

MS Excel Series – Module I
For the very beginner. Learn the fundamentals for
creating and saving information, navigating a
worksheet and entering information and editing.
11/7

T

6:30-9:30p

$39*

MS Excel Series – Module II
Master formatting a worksheet to make it more visually attractive and easier to read by changing the
appearance, size, color of text, borders, etc., by using
cell styles and other tools. Create, edit and format
dynamic-looking
charts.
11/14

T

6:30-9:30p

$39*

MS Excel Series – Module III
Learn to efficiently manage a workbook. Discover
efficient options for viewing and working with data,
split windows and multiple worksheets; hiding data;
and protecting and sharing workbooks.
11/21

T

6:30-9:30p

$39*

MS Excel Series – Module IV
It’s all about formulas. Go beyond basic formulas to
create complex statistical, financial and scientific
calculations. Excel has hundreds of different formulas to make your job easier.
11/28

T

6:30-9:30p

Professional Development
Real Estate Licensing Course
Considering a real estate career? SCC in conjunction
with 1st Choice Real Estate School offers the Salesperson 48-hour Pre-Examination Course, the course
needed to prepare you for the licensing examination
to become a real estate agent in Missouri. The course
content is developed and offered in a way to help you
pass the test the first time. Your course instructors are
experienced in the real estate industry and have knowhow to deliver the material in an easy-to-understand
format. BE SURE TO PRINT AND SIGN THE STUDENT
CONTRACT AND BRING TO CLASS. You can find the
link under VIEW DETAILS.
9/11-9/21
11/6-11/15

T

6:30-9:30p

8/22-9/7
10/24-11/17

$39*

$39*

MS Excel Series – Module VI
Effortlessly analyze data creating scenarios using
Goal Seek and Solver tools, work with the web and
external data, and make the most of macros.
12/12

T

6:30-9:30p

9a-4:30p
9a-4:30p

$349
$349

Agile Essentials
This course is for individuals who are involved in
agile work or who wish to become familiar with
working in an agile environment. This include
Project Managers, Quality Managers, Software Development Managers, Business Analysts, Developers,
Testers, IT Directors and Management Consultants.
Topics covered include agile principles, how these
apply to your role, Scrum process, release planning,
iteration testing and continuous integration. Fee
includes training materials and a voucher to sit for
the iSQI Certified Agile Essentials Exam.

MS Excel Series – Module V
Make the most of organizing data ranges to sort and
filter data. Turn an Excel range into a table to work
with table data independently from the rest of the
worksheet, and learn to use a PivotTable to analyze
data ranges.
12/5

M-F
M-F

$39*

For more information, contact Continuing Education at
636-922-8233 or visit stchas.edu/LearnForLife.
For accommodations information, e-mail accessibilityservice@stchas.edu.

T/Th
T//TH

6-9p
6-9p

$795
$795

